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Historical antécédents of /h/, /s/, /j/ and /f / in
Utkuhiksalik (Inuktitut)
Carrie J. Dyck*
Jean L. Briggs**

Résumé:

Antécédents historiques du /h/, /s/, /j/ et Hl en utkuhiksalik (inuktitut)

L'utkuhiksalik est un sous-dialecte natsilik qui se situe dans le continuum dialectal de l'inuit
de l'ouest du Canada. Contrairement à bien d'autres dialectes de l'ouest, l'utkuhiksalik démontre
une opposition phonologique entre /h/ et /s/, / j / et /f/. Le but de cet article est d'esquisser
comment ces contrastes se sont développés: nous décrivons les changements historiques à partir
des sons proto-esquimaux *j, *ô, et *c jusqu'aux sons utkuhiksalik /h/, /s/, /j/, et M.
Abstract: Historical antécédents of /h/, /s/, /j/ and lîl m Utkuhiksalik (Inuktitut)
Utkuhiksalik is a sub-dialect of Natsilik within the Western Canadian Inuit dialect
continuum. Unlike many Western dialects, Utkuhiksalik contrasts /h/ and /s/, /j/ and /f/. The goal
of this paper is to show how such contrasts arose: we describe the sound changes from ProtoEskimoan *j, *5, and *c to Utkuhiksalik /h/, /s/, /j/ and /f/.

Introduction
Utkuhiksalik 1 is a sub-dialect of Natsilik 2 within the Western Canadian Inuit
(WCI) dialect continuum (Dorais 1990: 17, 41). Unlike many Western dialects,
Department of Linguistics, Mémorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's (Newfoundland), A1B
3X9, Canada. cdyck@mun.ca
Department of Anthropology, Mémorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's (Newfoundland) A1B
5S7, Canada. jbriggs@mun.ca
Dorais (1990: 17), among others, refers to Utkuhiksalik as Utkuhikhalik. However, since there is a /ks/
cluster in the self-designation, we hâve employed the term Utkuhiksalik. Briggs's primary collaborator
refers to Utkuhiksalik as Utkuhiksalingmiutitut (employing die ending -miutitut 'like people'); less
commonly, she also uses the term Utkuhiksalingmiutut (with the ending -miutut 'like a person').
The term Natsilik (also spelled Netsilik) dénotes a dialect cluster that includes Natsilik, Utkuhiksalik,
and Arviligjuaq. We use the term Natsilik to refer interchangeably to both the dialect of Natsilik proper
and the dialect family. Finally, according to Janet McGrath, a speaker of Natsilik proper, the selfdesignation for Natsilik is Nattilingmiutuf, the < tt > is pronounced like die < eh > in "church."
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Utkuhiksalik contrasts /h/ and /s/, 1)1 and lïl. The aim of this paper is to show how thèse
contrasts arose by describing the relevant sound changes from Proto-Eskimoan (PE) or
Proto-Inuktitut (PI) to Utkuhiksalik. Thèse sound changes involve PE *ô, PE *c (PI *s),
and PE * j . In this paper, we first describe the historical relationships between the
Utkuhiksalingmiut and related groups. We then overview the historical development of
the Utkuhiksalik consonant inventory, and continue with more detailed descriptions of
the historical developments in following sections3.
Overview of dialect relations4
The traditional territory of the Utkuhiksalingmiut ('the people of the place where
there is soapstone') lay along the Back River, between Chantrey Inlet and Franklin
Lake. Utkuhiksalik speakers also lived in the interior, near a place called Kitikkat
('eskers'), which was southeast of Chantrey Inlet and towards Baker Lake.
Most sources, including current Utkuhiksalik traditions, agrée that the
Utkuhiksalingmiut moved into the Back River area from the west coast of the Adelaide
Peninsula (Ukfulik, 'having bearded seals') where they had probably lived adjacent to
the Iluiliqmiut. (The présent name of the Adelaide Peninsula is Iluiliq.) From the mouth
of the river, Chantrey Inlet, they spread westward along the river as far as Lakes Garry
and Pelly, and southeastward towards Baker Lake. When exactly thèse movements
occurred is not known. A Chantrey Inlet elder told Briggs that it was in the late
nineteenth or early twentieth century, but Back (1836), for example, found habitations
ail along the river in 1833. Those who moved to Garry and Pelly Lakes, the
Hanningaruqmiut ('the people of the place that lies across') and the Ualijaqlit ('the
most western people') spoke dialects closely related to that of the Utkuhiksalik proper,
who remained in Chantrey Inlet (Utkuhiksalik).
The traditional home of the Natsilik was to the north of the Utkuhiksalik-speaking
area—King William Island and Boothia Peninsula, later concentrated in the settlements
of Gjoa Haven, Spence Bay, and Pelly Bay. Utkuhiksalik speakers currently residing in
Gjoa Haven (and some currently living in Baker Lake) consider the speech variety
originally spoken in Chantrey Inlet to be "core" Utkuhiksalik. They consider the
varieties spoken by the Ualijaqlit and Hanningaruqmiut to be more or less borderline.
They also sometimes classify Iluiliq as being Natsilik.
Historical and dialectal relations between the above-mentioned groups were
greatly complicated by famine-induced resettlement and other factors. In addition,
whether or not one is currently designated as an Utkuhiksalingmiutaq can also dépend
on fine-grained considérations which are not necessarily linguistic, involving, for
example, a person's history of résidence and social affiliation.
The Utkuhiksalik data used in this paper consist of field notes written by Briggs between 1968 and
1972, and tapes made by her between 1992 and the présent, in which the earlier words were corrected
and new words added to the corpus. The paper was written by Dyck, with data and commentary
provided by Briggs. Dyck takes responsibility for ail errors. The findings in this paper are also tentative,
as our conclusions are based on a limited number of examples.
This account is a condensed and revised version of Briggs (1970: 11-15).
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Historical development of the Utkuhiksalik phonemic inventory
We now overview the main developments between the PE and Utkuhiksalik
consonant inventories. Example 1 illustrâtes the PE consonant inventory (phonetic
équivalents are provided where thèse are not identical to the spelling5).
1. PE consonant inventory (after Fortescue et al. 1994: xi)

*p

*t

*0

*c [ts, c] 6

*k
*g [y]

*]

*r[K]

'111

The PE consonant inventory is similar to the Utkuhiksalik inventory, except for the
following changes: PE *c became /h/ and /s/ (as well /ts/ and /tj/) in Utkuhiksalik (PE
*c had previously become *s in PI; Fortescue et al. 1994: xvi, xiv). PE *ô became /f/,
/s/, and 1)1. /f/ is a voiced rhotic fricative; it also has the non-rhotic allophones [ô] and
[z]. Finally, PE *j became /j/, /s/, As/, or /i/, and also deleted.
Example 2 illustrâtes the present-day Utkuhiksalik consonant inventory arising
from thèse sound changes.
2. Utkuhiksalik consonant inventory
obstruent

plosive

P

t

vd fricative

Laryngeal

k

q

g [y]

r

?
[K]

U

vl fricative
sonorant

Dorsal7

Coronal

Labial

v
m

ï
1
n

h

j
q

We use [z, s, and c] instead of fhe IPA [3, J, and tf] in this paper. Slash brackets // dénote a phonème,
square brackets [] dénote an allophone, and angle brackets o dénote a spelling convention. We make
no claims about phonetic pronunciation in Inuit dialecte, except where we use square brackets [] in the
Utkuhiksalik forms. In several instances, the spelling convention used in a given source can rcflect
considérations that are not phonemic. For example, Dorais and Lowe (1982: 131, footnote 8) explain
that they hâve spelled /j/ as < y > except when it follows a /t/ or précèdes another consonant (in
Siglitun), in which case it is spelled as < dj >: e.g., the phonemic cluster /tj/ is spelled as < tdj >. Dorais
and Lowe explain that this departure from the spelling norms established by the Inuit Tapirisat of
Canada arose from discussions with the speakers of the relevant dialecte.
The phonetic value of this consonant was either [c] (Fortescue et al. 1994: xi) or [te] (Dorais 1990: 15).
We assume that the dorsal class of consonante includes / k, g, rj / [k, y, rj] and the uvulars / q, r / [q, B] ,
which are pronounced with the tongue dorsum (McCarthy 1994).
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A few comments are in order. First, we classify NI as a sonorant on the grounds
that it patterns like ffl: both NI and/ Irl can be followed by NI, /g/, or M, whereas
obstruents cannot be. Second, while /s/ is a phonème, it has a limited distribution,
occurring only after the stops /p, t, k, q/. Third, we assume that the laryngeals /h/ and
RI are not true consonants phonemically (Chomsky and Halle 1968: 303); however,
they are included in the 'obstruent' section of the table for convenience.
Several phonological environments influenced the sound changes from PE to
Utkuhiksalik phonèmes, as shown in example 3.
3. Phonological environments influencing the development of PE *S, *c and *j

Intervocalic position /V_ V
Pre-consonantal position /

C

Post-consonantal position /C

/labial
/coronal
/dorsal

/voiced dorsal
/voiceless dorsal

The relevant environments were intervocalic, preconsonantal, and
postconsonantal.8 The development of PE *ô, *c and *j was also influenced by the
labial, coronal, or dorsal place of articulation of any preceding consonant. Finally, the
development of PE *ô was influenced by the voiced or voiceless status of a preceding
proto-dorsal consonant. We overview the major developments involving PE *S in
example 4, PE *c in example 5, and PE *j in example 6.
As shown in example 4, PE *3 became lîl (and sometimes 1)1) except after
originally voiceless dorsals (*k and *q), where it became /s/ 9 .
4. Réflexes of PE *8

/v_v /_c
iti

it/

/*labial

/*coronal

/*voiced dorsal

/*voiceless
dorsals

/ps/ (rhoticized);
/vj7, lpt1

m/, m/

*gô, *r8 — >
/kf/, /qï/

*kS, *qQ — >
/ks/, /qs/

In Utkuhiksalik, as in other Inuktitut dialects, only two consonants occur in a cluster (Dorais 1986: 32);
word-initial and word-fïnal clusters do not occur.
We are indebted to an anonymous reviewer for this observation; for more détails, see section on
"Dorsals followed by *ô" under the heading "Clusters ending with *d, *c, and *j."
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Example 5 demonstrates that PE *c became /h/ (also the variant [hi]), /ts/ or /tj/
between vowels; PE *c became /s/ after labial and coronal consonants, and either /h/ or
/s/ after dorsal consonants.
5. Réflexes of PE *c

/_c

/v_v

10

/h/, [hJ], /ts/, /tj/

/labial_

/coronal

/dorsal

/ps/

/ts/

/ks/ [xs] /kh/ [xx]
/qs [xs] /qh/ [x%]
(and intermediate sounds)

As shown in example 6, PE *j became 1)1 and /ts/ between vowels, but had other
réflexes after consonants.
6. Réflexes of PE *j

/v_v
1)1, /ts/

/_c
11

/*labial
/?j/, /mi/, /vi/

/* coronal

/* dorsal

/ts/

/ks/[xs];/qs/fxs],/ts/

/qh/ M
/gg/ [YY]
Ml, lui
0 (deletion)
/g/ (after /k/, in postbases)
Ixl (after /q/, in postbases)

PE *j either remained as 1)1 or vocalized to l\l after proto-labials. PE *j became /s/
after proto-coronals. PE *j either became /s/ or vocalized to Ixl after originally voiceless
*k (and possibly after *q, since both *k and *q are dorsal plosives). PE *j became a
fricative, either /g/ or /h/ (phonetically, [%], in the Utkuhiksalik /qh/ cluster) after
originally voiced *g and *r respectively; it also vocalized to l\l after *r (and possibly
after *g, since both *g and *r are dorsal fricatives); finally, it also became /g/ and /r/ in
postbases.
Ail of the changes described above will be discussed in greater détail. We begin by
describing historical developments in intervocalic position.

Fortescue et al. (1994) list no *c-initial clusters for PE.
*j did not occur as the first consonant in a séquence in PE, except in geminate *jj, described in the
sections on "*j-initial clusters" and "Coronals followed by *c and *j."
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Intervocalic *0, *c, and *j
PE *ô often became Irl between vowels (example 7). 12 ([ô] remains as one of the
allophones of tri in Utkuhiksalik.)
7.

PE *8 became Utkuhiksalik /f/13
Utku

iri 'eye'
PE

*3Ô3 'eye' (F94: 97) 1 4

A parallel development occurred in Natsilik, where PE *ô became a fricative
Sound similar to [z], but rhotic (Fortescue et al. 1994: xvi).
Intervocalic PE *j often remained as 1)1 in Utkuhiksalik (Example 8), but it also
became As/ alternating with 1)1 (Example 9).
8.

PE *j became Utkuhiksalik /j/
Utku

qajaq 'kayak'
PE

9.

*qajar 15 'kayak' (F94: 293)

PE *j became Utkuhiksalik As/ and /j/ in alternation
Utku
Utku

qutsahiqtatka 'I give them (as?) a thank-you présent' 16
qujanaq 'thank you (literally: it causes gratitude)'
PE

*quja- 'be thankful'; qujanar 'thank you' (F94: 321)

A comparison of examples 7 and 8 illustrâtes that Utkuhiksalik maintains a
contrast between Irl and 1)1; thèse sounds were conflated in many dialects of Inuktitut.
Geminate fui also occurs in Utkuhiksalik (Example 10).

J
16

lil also occurs in Uummarmiut (Lowe 1985: 276) and in Alaskan Inupiaq (Dorais 1990).
Abbreviations for dialects are largely taken from Fortescue et al. (1994: xii-xiii). They include: WCI
(Western Canadian Inuit) and its dialects—Utku (Utkuhiksalik), Net (Netsilik or Natsilik), Sig (Siglit),
Cop (Copper), and Car (Caribou); GRI (Greenlandic Inuit); NAI (North Alaskan Inuit), and NU
(Nunamiut, a subdialect of the North Slope dialect of North Alaskan Inuit); the Chap(linski) dialect of
Central Siberian Yupik (CSY); CAY (Central Alaskan Yupik); SPI (Seward Peninsula Inuit); ECI
(Eastem Canadian Inuit); PY-S (Proto-Yupik-Sirenik[ski]).
Fortescue et al. (1994) is abbreviated as F94 in the examples.
We use the symbols < j , g, r > instcad of < y, y, R > as in Fortescue et al. (1994).
The gloss recorded for this form is ambiguous between the two meanings; Briggs has not yet
determined which is the correct one.
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10. Utkuhiksalik Iftl
a.

Utku

iffit-tuq 'his eye is injured'
PI

b.

Utku

*azzit- 'get something in one's eye' (F94: 97)

urf iq-tuq 'he fecls anxious, worried; he is worried'17
PI
WCI19
WCI—Car

*uzziq- 'show what to do (by signs?)' (F94: 359)18
ujjiq-tuq 'watch over (so that something is not done to excess)'
(F94: 359)
ujjiq- 'look after' (F94: 359)

In contrast, the existence of a geminate counterpart to / j / is doubtful; see the
section on "*j-initial clusters" for further détails.
PE *c (PI *s) developed into /h/ and [hi] between vowels (Example 11), as it did
in Natsilik (Fortescue étal. 1994: xvi, xiv).

11. Intervocalic *c became Utkuhiksalik /h/, [hJ]
a.

Utku

ahi 'other of a différent kind (including 'another person')' 20
PI
WCI—Cop
WCI—Net

b.

Utku

i[h ]uq- 'be murky'21
PE
WCI

c.

Utku

IX

19

20

21

*acur- 'be murky' (F94: 96)
isuq- 'be opaque, unclear' (F94: 96)

qa[h ]u-nga-ruq 'flabby, floppy, slack, not taut'
PE
WCI

17

*aci 'somewhere away from seulement' (F94: 3)
ahi 'somewhere else, away from seulement' (F94: 3)
ahi 'another person' (F94: 3)

*qacu- 'become loose or slack' (F94: 273)
qasu- 'become loose, slack' (F94: 273)

Forms glossed as 'he' can generally refer to 'he,' 'she' or 'it.'
At various points, Fortescue et al. (1994) includes a question mark to indicate a tentative historical
reconstruction or gloss. We hâve kept the question mark in the Fortescue et al. (1994) examples.
Fortescue et al. (1994) distinguish between pan-WCI forms, and forms particular to certain WCI subdialects. We observe this distinction as follows: unless otherwise indicated, pan-WCI forms are listed as
"WCI." In contrast, forms particular to a sub-dialect are listed as, for example, "WCI—Car."
Utkuhiksalik forms are simply listed as "Utku."
Hère and elsewhere, there is a discrepancy between an Utkuhiksalik gloss, and a gloss given for the
same form in a closely-related dialect. For example, compare the Utkuhiksalik and Natsilik glosses for
ahi in example 11. It is possible that there is no différence in meaning in such cases.
We sometimes include phonetic détail (in square brackets) within an orthographie représentation. This
convention has several purposes: (a) to highlight the phonetic pronunciation of die sound(s) under
discussion; or (b) to indicate that we hâve carefully listened to taped examples of the sound(s) in
question.
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d.

Utku

i[h ]u-lit-tuq 'it has almost reached the end'
PI
WCI

e.

Utku

*isu(k) 'end' (F94: 145)
isu 'end' (F94: 145)

a[h ]u, a[hi]u 'yes' (the latter form used under emphasis)
PE
WCI—Net

*acu 'indeed' (exclamation) (F94: 3)
ahu 'maybe, isn't if (F94: 3)

Some words are pronounced exclusively with [hi] (Example ll.b), while other
words hâve [h] or [hi] in free variation (Examples ll.c, d); there is also an instance of
[hi] in free variation with [hi] (Example 1 Le).
Other réflexes of PE *c in intervocalic position were /ts/ and /h/ from the same
proto-base (see Example 12).
12. Intervocalic proto-*c became Utkuhiksalik /ts/ in alternation with /h/
a.

Utku
Utku
Utku

itsak-ha-i-ruq 'it activâtes moulting'
itsa-vi-at 'July-August (Le., the season of moulting)'
iha-ruq 'it is moulting'
PI
WCI—Cop

b.

Utku

tahiq, tatsik, tatsit, tatsip 'lake' (singular, dual, plural, relative case)
PE
WCI

c.

Utku

Utku

*tacir 'spit or sand bar' (F94: 323)
tasiq 'lake' (F94: 323)

atauhiq 'one'; atautsik(k)ut 'together' (atauhiq 'one' -kkut- 'vialis')
PE
WCI

d.

*ica- 'moult' (F94: 121)
iha- 'moult' (F94: 121)

*atarucir 'one' (F94: 50)
atausiq 'one' (F94: 50)

pihiq, pitsit - pihiit 'song, hymn' (singular, plural)
PE
WCI

*picir '(song about) factual event?' [sic] (F94: 261)
pisiq 'dance song' (F94: 261)

As shown in example 12.a, some proto-bases with intervocalic *c split into two
closely-related bases, one containing /h/ and one containing /ts/. In other cases
(Examples 12.b-d), PE bases with intervocalic *c became a single base with two
allomorphs, one with /h/ and one with /ts/.
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Finally, at least one instance of PE intervocalic *c became /tj/ in Utkuhiksalik
(Example 13).
13. PE *c became Utkuhiksalik /tj/
Utku

utjuk 'vulva'22
PE
WCI

*ucug 'sexual organ' (F94: 358)
usuk 'pénis'; utsuk 'vagina' (F94: 358)

The Utkuhiksalik /tj/ cluster shown in example 13 is pronounced somewhat like
[tz]; the second consonant is not rhoticized, and the cluster is therefore distinct in
pronunciation from 181. Furthermore, the pronunciation of /tj/ is distinct from that of a
single, lightly-palatalized l\J [tJ] which is found in séquences such as lui [Pi]23.
The changes affecting PE *ô, *c, and *j between vowels are summarized in
example 14.
14. Intervocalic development of single PE consonants *8, *c, and *j in Utkuhiksalik

/v_v

*5

*c

m

/h/, [hJ], /ts/, /tj/

*j
/j/, /ts/

In many cases, PE *8 became /f/, while *c became /h/ (as well as [ni], /ts/, and /tj/)
and *j remained 1)1 between vowels.
More réflexes of *ô, *c, and *j occurred in consonant clusters than in intervocalic
position. We describe clusters that began with *5 or *j below. (Fortescue et al. 1994 list
no *c-initial clusters for PE.) Clusters that ended with *Ô, *c, or *j are discussed Iater
on.
Clusters beginning with *0 or *j
*ô-initial clusters (as well as another cluster leading to Utkuhiksalik lîgl) and *jinitial clusters are discussed in the next sections.

Utkuhiksalik also has uhuk 'pénis' from the same proto-base.
It is possible that /tj/ is the geminate counterpart of /j/ in Utkuhiksalik: Fortescue (1983: 11) reports that
for WCI in gênerai, a cluster spelled as < dj > is the geminate counterpart of /j/. Thus, a < dj >-like
cluster could also be the geminate counterpart of /j/ in Utkuhiksalik. (Phonemically, die relevant cluster
would be represented as /tj/ in Utkuhiksalik, since there are no phonemically voiced obstruents in
Utkuhiksalik.) However, examples 13 and 31 (the only instances of /tj/ in Briggs's database) do not
provide any évidence that /tj/ is the geminate counterpart of 1)1 in Utkuhiksalik.
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*d-initial cluster s and other proto-clusters leading to Utkuhiksalik /fg/
PE *ôg became /rg/ in Utkuhiksalik (as can be seen in example 15) 24 .

15. PE *ôg became Utkuhiksalik /rg/
a.

Utku

argak 'hand'
PE
WCI—Net

b.

Utku

*aSga(r), aSgag 'hand' (F94: 4)
azgak 'hand' (F94: 4)

aqifgiq 'ptarmigan'
PE
WCI—Net

*aq9ôgir 'ptarmigan' (F94: 39)
aqigzeq 'ptarmigan' (F94: 39)

Thus, PE *3 became /f/ when at the beginning of a cluster. Another source for /fg/
was PE *lg (Example 16).
16. PE *lg became Utkuhiksalik /fg/
Utku

nauf guti-ïuq 'fall or hâve a sudden, abrupt collapse, stumble, hâve
one's legs give out'
PE
CAY

*narulgute- 'plunge or dart?' (F94: 219)
narutxute- 'die of a heart attack' (F94: 219)

*j-initial clusters
Historically, PE had a contrast between *j and geminate *jj—the latter
representing the only type of *j-initial cluster listed in Fortescue et al. (1994).
Geminate *jj tended to become /ts/ in Utkuhiksalik, instead of/jj/ (Example 17).

17. Réflexes of PE *jj
a.

Utku

natsiq 'seal'
PE
WCI

b.

Utku

*najjir 'ringed seal' (F94: 223)
natsiq 'seal' (F94: 223)

natsiaq 'baby seal'
PE
WCI—Cop

*najjirar 'young (ringed) seal' (F94: 223)
nattiaq 'young seal' (F94: 223)

Utkuhiksalik /fg/ is sometimes still pronounced as [5g] (e.g., <haunaàfgit> [haunaaôyit] 'eggshells.').
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It is possible that the historical contrast between PE *j and *jj was preserved as a
contrast between 1)1 and /ts/ in Utkuhiksalik. Alternatively, the PE contrast might hâve
been lost in Utkuhiksalik. We leave this matter aside for future research.
There is little évidence for a geminate /jj/ in synchronie Utkuhiksalik: Briggs's
database of several thousand bases lists only one possible /jj/ geminate (Example 18).
18. Possible Utkuhiksalik /jj/ geminate
Utku

aa-na-jjak-ti-qattaq-tuq 'act crazily'; also aa-rja-jaa-qattaq-tuq 'act crazily'
PI
WCI—Car

*aana- 'be lightheaded' (F94: 6)
aanajaaq- 'act silly or drunk' (F94: 6)

The possible /jj/ geminate shown in example 18 is not rhotieized, but is very
fricative-like. An Utkuhiksalik consultant rejects the rhotic pronunciation for this
geminate in favour of a long [zz]-like sound.
The antécédents of the possible /jj/ geminate in example 18 are shown in example
19 below.
19. Origin of Utkuhiksalik /aa-na-jjaq- ~ aa-na-jaa(q)-/ 'act silly or drunk'
a.
b.
c.
d.

Utku /aa-/ from PE *aga- 'hâve convulsions or faint' (F94: 6)
Utku /-na-/ from PE *-na-' 'be in a state of doing something' (F94: 417)25, 26
Utku /-jaaq-/ from PE *-tjag- 'little or thing resembling something' (F94: 429)
ECI /-najaaq-/ 'be in a state of repeatedly -ing' (F94: 429)

The /aa-rja-jjaq-/ or /aa-rja-jaa(q)-/ forms in example 18 developed from the protomorphemes of PE *aga- (Example 19.a), '"-na-1 (Example 19.b), and *-tjag- (Example
19.c). (Thus, the possible geminate /jj/ in example 18 likely descends from PE *tj.)
Other developments from PE *tj are discussed in example 32.
Historically, then, PE *jj became /ts/ in Utkuhiksalik instead of /jj/, eliminating
one possible source of j-initial clusters in Utkuhiksalik. Another possible source of j initial clusters, PE *tj (Example 19), possibly developed into /jj/ in one instance, but
also became either /h/ or 1)1 (Example 32). Consequently, there are few, if any, j-initial
clusters in Utkuhiksalik.
Fortescue (1992) and Fortescue et al. (1994: 393) carefully distinguish between productive, semiproductive, and non-productive postbases; we hâve omitted this information from our examples and
from the Fortescue et al. (1994) citations, except in the WCI postbases discussed below in section on
"Postbases containing *ô, *c, and *j." Otherwise, we make a distinction between bases (followed by a
dash '-'), postbases (shown as occurring between dashes) and terminal afflxes (preceded by a dash).
Fortescue et al. (1994) use superscripts to differentiate between morphèmes with identical form but
différent meaning; *-rja-1 is a différent proto-morpheme Uian *-na-2, for example.
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Our overall conclusions about PE clusters beginning with *5 or *j are as follows.
First, *c and *j did not occur as the first member of a consonant cluster in PE (except
for proto-*jj, which became /ts/ or /tj/). However, *ô existed as the first member of a
consonant cluster in PE; this consonant (and also *1) became fil in cluster-initial
position, resulting in a relatively uncommon /fg/ [fy] cluster in Utkuhiksalik. An IrvI
cluster, pronounced [fv] or [pr], also occurs in Utkuhiksalik postbases (Example 42).

Clusters ending with *5, *c, and *j
In this section, we describe how clusters ending with PE *ô, *c, or *j developed in
Utkuhiksalik. The labial (p, v, m), coronal (t), or dorsal (k, q, g, r) place of articulation
of the first consonant of the cluster was relevant in such cases, and so our description is
organized according to the labial, coronal, or dorsal place of articulation of the first
consonant of the cluster.
Proto-clusters with labials
First, we discuss proto-clusters consisting of a labial phonème (*m, *p, *v)
followed by *ô, *c, or * j .

Labials followed by *ô
The development of clusters of proto-labials followed by *5 is overviewed in
examples 20-24.
In at least one case, PE *vô became a /ps/ cluster with a rhoticized /s/ (Example
20).

20. PE *v3 became Utkuhiksalik /ps/
Utku

taapsuma [taaps ° uma] 'of that one's batch'
PE
NAI

*taô-uv-8u27
taavzuma, taafsuma, taaptuma 'prefixed form used for listener
centered référence rather than anaphora; relative singular'
(F94: 480, 483; see footnote 25 for clarification)

Our suggested reconstruction of the proto-form *taô-uv-ôu is based on the reconstruction of the NAI
form < taamna > 'prefixed absolutive singular pronoun in Fortescue' et al. (1994: 480, note 261), which
is related to the NAI relative singular forms < taavzuma, taafsuma, or taaptuma > (jbid.: 483).
According to Fortescue et al. (1994: 323), the proto-form corresponding to thèse NAI forms consisted
of a deictic prefix *ta(ô), plus a démonstrative root *uv-, plus an oblique case ending.
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The /ps/ cluster in 20 consistently has a distinctly rhotic quality, and is pronounced
as [ps°] or [dps<]; the latter pronunciation is similar to the NAI < taafsuma >
pronunciation listed in 20. 28 29
Other PE *vô clusters became /vj/, pronounced as [bj, vj, Pj] (Example 21).
21. PE *v3 became Utkuhiksalik /vj/
Utku

kuvjat 'net'
PE
WCI

*kuvSar 'net' (F94: 183)
kuvjaq 'net' (F94: 183)

Finally, other PE *vô clusters became /pr/ in Utkuhiksalik (Example 22).
22. PE *vS became Utkuhiksalik /pr/
Utku

apf aq 'mattress, caribou hide mattress'
PE
NAI

*avSar 'hindrance or protection' (F94: 56)
avzat 'bedding' (F94: 56)

However, Utkuhiksalik /pr/ clusters also arose from the metathesis of clusters
beginning with a proto-liquid (/l/ or /!/) followed by proto-*p or *v (Example 23), as
well as from the metathesis of *ôv clusters (Example 24).30
23. Metathesis of PE *lp, *fv clusters
Utku

iprit 'you'
PE
WCI—Net

30

*3lpat or *9tv9t 'you' (F94: 106)
ilvit, izvit 'you' (F94: 106)

Hère, we use angle brackets to dénote spelling conventions in order to avoid implying a phonemic
analysis which the original source might not hâve assumed.
The distinction between rhoticized and non-rhoticized /ps/-like clusters is not predictable; sincc the
rhoticized pronunciation is so rare, we spell both types as < ps >. Finally, we phonemicize this cluster
as /ps/, rather than /vs/ because /v/ is otherwise only followed by voiced continuants such as /j/ and /f/
in Utkuhiksalik.
The metathesis of *lp or *lv and of *ôv to /pr/ could bc the conséquence of the lack of liquid+stop
clusters in Utkuhiksalik. Today, the only Utkuhiksalik clusters beginning with liquids are /ff/, lui, /11/
[dl, 11], /fg/, and /lr/. An /fv/ cluster also occurs in a postbase (Example 42); it has metathesized [vr] and
non-metathesized [rvj pronunciaUons.
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24. Metathesis of PE *8v clusters
Utku

tapfa 'hère, right now'
PE
WCI—Net
Uummarmiutun
Siglitun

*taSva 'there (you are)' (F94: 323)
tavza 'there (you are)' (F94: 323)
tarva 'voila!' (Dorais and Lowe 1982: 131; r = j palatalisé)
tadjva 'voilaF (Dorais and Lowe 1982: 131)

In summary, PE *vô became /ps/, /vj/ and /pf/; /pr/ also derived from other PE
sources, including *lp, *lv, and *ôv.
Labials followed by *c
Proto-clusters containing a labial (*p, *m) followed by proto-*c became /ps/ in
Utkuhiksalik (Example 25).
25. Réflexes of proto-*pc, *mc
a.

Udai

apsak-tuq 'a sound that is clearly and sharply defined'
PI
WCI—Car?

b.

Utku

*apcak- 'make loud noise (by pounding)' (F94: 36)
apsaq- 'make a noise nearby (ice, ground, thunder)'
(F94: 37)

pipsi-t 'dried fish'
PE
WCI

*pimci 'dried fish' (F94: 262)
pipsi 'dried fish' (F94: 262)

In /ps/ clusters, the /p/ is pronounced either as [p], [<j>] or [f], and the /s/, as [s] or
[si]. The [s] is not fully palatalized to [s] in /ps/ clusters; in contrast, /s/ sounds more
palatal in other types of cluster, described later.
Labials followed by *j
Several différent réflexes are attested for clusters consisting of a labial consonant
followed by PE *j (Example 26).
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26. Réflexes of PE *pj, *vj, *mj
a.

Utku
Utku

i?ja-nrju-runa Tm suffocating (no air in room)'
i?ja-nrju-naq 'how stuffy it is in hère!'
PE
ECI

b.

Utku

iviarjiq 'breast'
PE
WCI—Net

c.

Utku

Utku

*3vjan(n)ir 'breast' (F94: 120)
iviarjiq 'breast' (F94: 120)

niviuvak 'housefly'
PE
WCI

d.

*9pjalrju- 'feel suffocated' (F94: 113)
ijjanu- 'suffocate'(F94: 113)

*nsvjuvag 'fly' (F94: 233)
nuviuvak, niviuvak 'housefly (the former given as an
alternate form for Cop by Lowe, who gives the latter
as 'bluebottle' for Sig)' (F94: 234)

pamiuq 'tail of a land animal'
PE
WCI

*pamjur 'tail (of land animal)' (F94: 248)
pamiuq 'tail of a land animal' (F94: 248)

First, *pj became Rjl (Example 26.a). (This is also an instance of a gênerai change
reported for Natsilik, in which PE clusters of a stop followed by a sonorant became
clusters of a glottal stop RI followed by a sonorant; Fortescue 1983: 12; 20). Second, in
some *mj and *vj clusters, *j vocalized to IU (Example 26.b-d).
In summary, the main outcomes of PE clusters of a labial followed by *j include
/?j/, /rai/ and Nil. Thèse outcomes also reflect a gênerai constraint against clusters of a
true consonant followed by 1)1 in Utkuhiksalik. (Recall that neither RI or NI are true
consonants; see example 2 for further discussion.)
Example 27 summarizes the main réflexes of PE clusters of a labial consonant
followed by *ô, *c, or *j.
27. Réflexes of clusters containing PE labials followed by *8, *c, or *j
PE

Utkuhiksalik

labial + *S
labial + *c
labial + *j

/ps/ (rhoticized), /vj/, lpt1
/ps/
/?j/, Nil, /mi/
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Proto-clusters with coronals
In this section, we describe the development of PE clusters beginning with a
coronal consonant (*t or *c) followed by *S, *c, or *j.
Coronals followed by *ô
Clusters originating from PE *t5 are shown in example 28.
28. PE *ta became Utkuhiksalik Ril, /ff/
a.

Utku

i?f i-liq-tuq 'the weathcr is very cold'
PE
WCI
WCI—Net

b.

Utku

*itôa- 'cold' (F94: 146)
ijji- 'cold' (F94: 146)
itri- 'cold' (Janet McGrath, pers. comm.)

qafra-harapku 'I throw a stick, snow beater, pièce of antlcr, etc., at an
object'
PE

*kaôug- 'strike (with instrument)' possibly from *kat5ug- (katsplus -5ug-) (F94: 151)

Some PE *tô clusters became ITxl (Example 28.a).31 (The reflex in example 28.a is
also an instance of the gênerai change reported for Natsilik, in which PE clusters of a
stop followed by a sonorant became clusters of a glottal stop RI followed by a sonorant
(Fortescue 1983: 12, 20). PE *tô also became /ff/ in some instances (Example 28.b).
Coronals followed by *c and *j
PE clusters of a coronal followed by *c or *j included *tc, *cc, *jj, and *tj. The
distribution of PE *tc, *cc, and *jj largely overlapped with the distribution of *tt;
however, while *tc, *cc and *jj occurred before any PE vowel, *tt did not occur before
/il (Fortescue et al. 1994: xvi). Thèse observations suggest an historical contrast,
neutralized before /i/, between *tt and the other coronal clusters.
PE *tc, *cc, and *jj became /ts/ in Utkuhiksalik32, while *tt remained unchanged.
Consequently, Utkuhiksalik now has a contrast between /tt/ and /ts/, which is analogous
to the PE contrast. Utkuhiksalik /tt/ is pronounced with very little, if any, assibilation33,
In some instances, [7f] could represent an underlying /07. We set this aside as a matter for future
research, having found few data that bear on the issue.
Some instances of PE *j and *c also became /ts/, and possibly one instance of *jj became /tj/. See
examples 9, 12, and 31.
Short kl can optionally be lightly palatalized before /i/, but is not assibilated in this environment. /ti/ is
generally a reflex of Pli *to. Some examples include Utkuhiksalik [natiq, nat-Hq] 'floor' from PE *natsr
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while /ts/ is heavily assibilated. While it is clear that /tt/ and As/ contrast before /a/ and
lui in Utkuhiksalik, it is unclear whether they contrast before /i/. We set this matter
aside for future research.
Examples 29 and 30 illustrate the historical antécédents of the present-day contrast
between /tt/ and /ts/ in Utkuhiksalik. Proto-*tt (and also *lf) became /tt/ before /a/
(Examples 29.a, b), while proto-*tt (and also *lf) became /tt/ before lui (Examples 29.ce) in Utkuhiksalik.
29. Proto-*tt became lui before /a/ and lui in Utkuhiksalik
a.

Utku

-qattaq- 'regularly, ail the time, habitually'
PE
WCI

b.

Utku

pittaq 'a hole in the spring ice which forms spontaneously but looks chiseled'
PI
WCI

c.

Utku
Utku

Utku

Utku

*akultu- 'be far apart' (F94: 14)
akuttu- 'be far apart' (F94: 14)

hittuqit-tuq 'ne expels a little food'
PI
WCI

e.

*p9ttaq 'hole' (F94: 257)
pittaq 'hole in ice (as verb = 'make hole in ice')' (F94: 257)

akuttu-rut 'they're far apart in space or time'
akuttuut 'they're far apart in space or time'
PE
WCI

d.

*-k(k)attar-, -q(q)attar- 'repeatedly or habitually?' (F94: 400)
-qattaq- 'repeatedly' (F94: 400)

*cittuqit- 'regurgitate' (F94: 86)
sittuqit- 'choke on food or liquid (food remaining in throat)'
(F94: 86)

hittu-rja-runa Tm sitting up straight with legs extended in front of me'
PE
WCI

*cittur- 'sit with legs extended' (F94: 86)
sittuq- 'extend the leg after it's been bent' (F94: 87)

In contrast, proto-*tc (Example 30.a), *cc (Examples 30.b, c) and *jj (Examples
30.d, e) became /ts/ in Utkuhiksalik.

'floor' (Fortescue et al. 1994: 220), and [tJitJiqqat] 'letters' (<'write, mark') from PE *tatsr- 'mark'
(ibid.: 344).
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30. Proto-*tc, *cc, and *jj became Utkuhiksalik /ts/
a.

Utku

itsaq 'skin tent'
PI
WCI—Net

b.

Utku

atsa-ga 'my father's sister'
PE
WCI —Net
WCI—Cop

c.

Utku

Utku

Utku

*qsc(c)ug- 'scratch or dig claws into' (F94: 294)
qitsuk- 'scratch' (F94: 294)

natsiq 'seal'
PE
WCI

e.

*accag 'paternal aunt' (F94: 2)
atsak 'paternal aunt' (F94: 2)
attak 'paternal aunt' (F94: 2)

qitsuk-tau-guma 'if I am scratched'
PE
WCI—Cop

d.

*itcaq 'tent skin' (F94: 146)34
itsaq 'skin tent' (F94: 146)

*najjir 'ringed seal' (F94: 223)
natsiq 'seal' (F94: 223)

natsiaq 'baby seal'
PE
WCI—Cop

*najjirar 'young (ringed) seal' (F94: 223)
nattiaq 'young seal' (F94: 223)

However, it is possible that one instance of PE *jj became /tj/ rather than /ts/
(Example 31).

31. PE *jj became Utkuhiksalik /tj/
Utku

natji-nahuaq-lurja 'if I'm trying to give birth'35
PI
WCI

*na(z)aq 'belly or abdomen' (F94: 205)
najjak 'abdomen, belly [Rasmussen has Cop naaq, pi. nagjat
— for najjat — 'stomach']' (F94: 205)

The WCI réflexes in example 31 suggest that the older PE form, not provided by
Fortescue et al. (1994), may hâve contained a geminate *jj. If so, then one instance of
PE *jj may hâve become /tj/, rather than /ts/, in Utkuhiksalik. Alternatively, however,
Utkuhiksalik /tj/ could hâve derived from PE *c (see example 13) or, plausibly, from
*tj, although no examples are attested for the latter.
Finally, PE *tj developed the réflexes shown in example 32.
34

The 'tent skin' and 'skin tent' glosses are exactly as given in Fortescue et al. (1994: 146).
Utkuhiksalik also has naaq 'belly' from the same proto-base.
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32. PE *tj became Utkuhiksalik /h/ and /]'/
a.

Utku
Utku

kahuq-taq-tut 'waves, moving in opposite directions, collide'
kahak- 'touch, bump, or brush against another person'
PE
WCI—Sig

b.

Utku

tahiuq-tuq 'take someone's hand, hold hands, shake hands'
PE
WCI

c.

Utku

*katjug- 'knock into or meet' (F94: 161)
kasuq- 'fight, meet' (F94: 161)

*tatjur- 'lead by the hand' (F94: 335)
tasiuq- 'lead by hand' (F94: 336)

pijaari-ruq'say onpurpose, joke'
PE
WCI

*pitjaqa- 'do deliberately' (F94: 264)
pisari- 'do deliberately' (F94: 264)

PE *tj developed into the single consonants /h/ (Examples 32.a, b) and / j /
(Example 32.c) in Utkuhiksalik.
In summary, proto-*tc, *cc, and *jj became /ts/ (the latter possibly also developed
into /tj/); proto-*tt remained unchanged; and proto-*tj became /h/ or /j/. 3 6
The réflexes of PE clusters containing a coronal followed by*ô, *c, or *j are
summarized in example 33.
33. Réflexes of PE clusters containing coronals followed by *5, *c, or *j
PE
coronal + *5
coronal + *c
coronal + *j

Utkuhiksalik

m/, m/

/ts/
/ts/, /tj/, /h/, /j/, /jj/

Proto-clusters with dorsals
We now describe the development of clusters containing a proto-dorsal consonant
(*k, *q, *g, *r) followed by *ô, *c, or *j.

36

Thèse observations suggest that PE *tj was interprétée! as a single consonant historically, and was thus
distinct from, for example, geminate *jj. Moreover, the réflexes of intervocalic PE *c—namely, /h/ and
[W] (Example 11), As/ and /j/ (Example 12) and /tj/ (Example 13)—partially overlap with the réflexes
of *tj (Example 32). Based on thèse observations, it is possible that *c and *tj were the same protosound in PE, and that *tj was not a cluster. Further research is needed in order to settle the matter.
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Dorsals followed by *ô
In clusters of a PE dorsal followed by *ô, *ô displays two réflexes, depending on
the original voicing of the first member of the cluster: *ô became /s/ after originally
voiceless dorsal consonants and /f/ after originally voiced dorsal consonants. A similar
development occurred in Alaskan Inupiaq (Dorais 1986: 37). Moreover, both in
Alaskan Inupiaq (MacLean 1980) and, apparently, in Natsilik (Hitch 1994: 4-6) /f/ still
regularly devoices to (retroflex) [s] after /k, q/. Examples of the Utkuhiksalik
developments are provided in examples 34-36.
Proto-*9 became /s/ after voiceless proto-dorsal consonants (Example 34).
34. PE *kS, *qS became Utkuhiksalik /ks/, /qs/
a.

Utku

hiksik 'ground squirrel, marmot'
PE
WCI

b.

Utku
Utku

aksak- 'drop'
aksak-taili-?na'don'tfall'
PE
NAI

c.

Utku

Utku
and

e.

Utku

*akSag- 'roll or turn over' (F94: 10)
akSak- 'roll, slide like caribou killed on a slope' (F94: 10)

iqsuk-tuq 'ne carries on shoulders'
PE
WCI—Cop
WCI—Sig

d.

*cikSig 'squirrel' (F94: 76)
siksik 'squirrel' (F94: 76)

*aq3ug- 'carry on shoulder' (F94: 114)
i%%uk- 'carry on shoulder' (F94: 114)
iqsuk- 'carry on shoulder' (F94: 114)

aqsaq 'bail'
PE
PE
PI
WCI

*aqa- 'kick (bail)' (F94: 38)37
*-8ar- 'habitually or repeatedly' (F94: 396)
*aq$aq 'bail' (F94: 39)
aqsaq, 'a%xaq bail' (F94: 38-9)

uqsuq 'blubber or seal oil'
PE
WCI

*uqSur 'blubber or seal oil' (F94: 378)
uqsuq 'oil, blubber' (F94: 378)

In /ks/ and /qs/ clusters, the plosives /k/ and /q/ are realized as [x] and [%]
respectively, through manner assimilation, and the /s/ is pronounced as [s], [s], or [si].

1T

The base meaning 'bail' dérives from PE *aqs-ôar-, with deletion of the *s historically, resulting in the
proto-form *aqSar-.
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Proto-*ô became /f/ after the originally voiced dorsals *g (Example 35) and *r
(Example 36). Both *g and *r then devoiced and became IkJ and /q/ respectively.
35. PE *g5 became Utkuhiksalik /kf/
a.

Utku

takfa-u-rugut 'we travel away from water (i.e., away from the lake, sea, river)'
PE
NAI
WCI—Sig

b

Utku

*tagôar(-) 'come up on shore (waves)' (F94: 324)
tagzaq- 'go up river' (F94: 324)
tagjaq- 'go upstream' (F94: 324)

ukruk 'bearded seal'
PE
WCI

*ugôug 'bearded seal' (F94: 360)
ugjuk 'bearded seal' (F94: 360)

36. PE *r5 became Utkuhiksalik /qr/
a.

Utku

aqfaq 'ash, gunpowder'
PE
NAI
WCI

b.

Utku

uqfuk 'reindeer moss'
PE
NAI

c.

Utku

*ar8a 'ash' (F94: 41)
arza 'ash, gunpowder' (F94: 41)
arja 'ash' (F94: 41-42)
*urôur 'moss' (F94: 381)
urzu(q) 'moss' (F94: 381)

iqriq 'a tail-like fringe on ami or shoulder of woman's parka'
iqri-uq-tuq 'it flutters or flares (refers to flame, rope, or any other
object blown in a draft)'
PE
NAI

*arôï 'miltsac' (F94: 115)
irzi 'milt sac [and irzisik 'suspenders (dual)' — note the white
décorative strips on the shoulders of parkas like milt sacs]'
(F94: 115)

/kf/ is pronounced as [gr] and /qr/ is pronounced as [q°f]; the first member of the
[gr] cluster is lenis and at least partly voiced; the /qr/ [q°r] cluster has a lenis release
between the plosive and the /f/.
Dorsals followed by *c
PE *c became either /s/ or /h/ after proto-dorsals. The /s/ reflex is a more
conservative one, retained from PI (recall that PE *c became *s in PI; Fortescue et al.
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1994: xvi, xiv). In contrast, the subséquent change from PI *s to /h/ is an innovation
shared by most WCI dialects, and is also partly shared by Utkuhiksalik.
Proto-dorsals followed by *c became /kh/ [xx, xxç] or /ks/ [xs], and /qh/ [%%], or
/qs/ [%s] in Utkuhiksalik (Example 37).
37. Proto-*kc *rc, *qc became Utkuhiksalik /kh/, /qs/, /qh/
a.

Utku
Utku

makhaq- [maxx aq-] 'sing a lullaby'
makhairuq 'she sings a lullaby to a small child'
PI
*makcaq- 'sing a baby to sleep' (F94: 184)
WCI—Cop maxxak- (for maxxak-?) 'sing a baby to sleep' (F94: 184)

b.

Utku

akhut- [axx ut-] 'try harder, do with effort'
PI
WCI—Net

*akcut- 'hard or with effort' (F94: 10)
axxut- 'hard, strongly' (F94: 10)
ç

c.

Utku

akhaaq- [axx aaq-, axxaaq-] 'grab'
PE
*arcar- 'grab or otherwise act excessively' (F94: 41)

d.

Utku

aqsi-ruq 'he abandons game, leaves it on the ground without caching it'
PI
WCI—
Perry River

e.

Utku

*aqci- 'hâve plenty' (F94: 38)
aqsi- 'waste food supply' (F94: 38)

iqhi-fuq 'he's afraid'
PI
WCI

*iqci- 'be afraid' (F94: 142)
iqsi-, ïx%i- 'be afraid' (F94: 142)

As shown in examples 37.a-c, while /kh/ clusters are often pronounced as [xx],
they sometimes hâve an 's-like' timbre, which we transcribe as a fronted velar fricative
[xxç]. The possible historical significance of s-like pronunciations is discussed below.
Dorsals followed by *j
Clusters of a PE dorsal followed by *j underwent several changes in Utkuhiksalik
(Example 38).
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38. Réflexes of proto-*kj, *rj, *qj, *gj
a.

Utku

kikiak 'naiP
PI
WCI

b.

Utku

ukiuq 'winter, year'
PE
WCI

c.

Utku

Utku

Utku

Utku

Utku

*an3rja(C)ar- 'take a breath' (F94: 28)
aniqsaaq- 'breathe' (F94: 28)

manigguu-ti-ïuq 'he appeases'
PE
ECI

g.

*pakjag-, pskjag- 'fly off (F94: 254)
piksik- 'jump, bounce' (F94: 254)

aniqhaaq- [anix%aaq-, ani/xaaq-] 'pant'
PE
WCI

f.

*mirjar(-) 'vomit' (F94: 202)
miriaq- 'vomit' (F94: 202)

piksik-tuq'it jumped, bounced'
PE
WCI

e

*ukjur 'winter or year' (F94: 364)
ukiuq 'winter, year' (F94: 364)

miriaq-tuq 'he vomits'
PE
WCI

d.

*kskjag or kakjar 'nail' (F94: 167)
kikiak 'nail' (F94: 167)

*mansgjugar- 'sob (after crying)' (F94: 189)
manijjugaq- 'sob after crying, hâve a heavy heart' (F94: 189)

iniqunaq- 'look pretty'
PI
WCI—Net

*inaqjunar- 'be cute' (F94: 133)
iniqunaq- 'look pretty' (F94: 133)

PE *j was vocalized to l'xl after *k and *r (Examples 38.a-c). However, it also
became /s/ after *k (Example 38.d). PE *j also became a fricative after *q and *g
(Examples 38.e, f), and sometimes deleted (Example 38.g). Thèse diverse historical
changes resulted in a lack of clusters containing a dorsal consonant followed by /j/ in
Utkuhiksalik.
Examples such as 38.e are particularly interesting: in the same elicitation session,
one of the consultants pronounced the /qh/ [%%] cluster with différent degrees of s-like
timbre (Le. [%YJ versus a more fronted îxx])-38 Examples such as 37.a-c ([x] versus
[x]) and 38.e ([%] versus [%]) suggest an intermediate stage in the historical change
from PE *c to PI *s to WCÎ /h/, a stage in which PI */kh/ was pronounced as [xx] and
PI */qh/, as [%%]. The intermediate stage would hâve resulted from place assimilation
-5Q

As noted in footnote 41 accompanying example 45.f, an 's-like' sound intermediate between [h] and [s]
also occurs in some Natsilik postbases. A more detailed phonetic description of Natsilik is called for.
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(that is, from PI *s becoming more like /k, q/ for place of articulation). Utkuhiksalik
préserves this intermediate stage in some isolated pronunciations. In summary, PE *j
became /s/ (or an s-like sound), /h/, or l\l after dorsals. It also deleted.
Example 39 summarizes the development of PE *ô, *c, and *j when thèse occurred
as the second consonant in a cluster.
39. The development of PE *S, *c, and *j in cluster-final position
Environment
/labial_
/ coronal _
/ dorsal

*a
/ps/ (rhoticized),
N\l, /pr/
/7r/,/fr/
originally voiceless
*k5, *qô — >
/ks/, /qs/

*c
/ps/

*.i

/ts/
/ks/ [xs], /kh/ [xx]
/qs [xs], /qh/ [%%]

/ts/, /tj/, /h/, l\l, l\\l
/ks/ [xs]
/qs [xs]

/?j/, /mi/, Ni/

/qh/ fxx]
(and intermediate sounds)

/gg/ [y y]
/ki/, /ri/
0 (deletion)

originally voiced
*g8, *r5 — >
/kr/, /qr/

Example 39 illustrâtes that the place of articulation influenced the preceding
consonant in the historical development of *S, *c, and *j, as did the voiceless or voiced
status of preceding dorsals.
Up to this point, we hâve described the historical development of *ô, *c, and *j in
bases, but not in postbases. We hâve chosen this strategy because historical
reconstruction is typically more straightforward for bases than for postbases. In our
final descriptive section, we sketch out some basic trends in the historical development
of *S, *c, and *j in postbases.
Postbases containing *S, *c, and *j
The historical development of Inuit and Yupik postbases is complex: for example,
"[...] différent affixes with the same original shape may end up with différent
morphophonemic behaviour. Even more commonly, the same historical affix may end
up with différent properties (and allomorphs) in différent [Inuit and Yupik] languages
and dialects or one affix may split both semantically and morphophonemically in the
same language" (Fortescue 1992: 18; emphasis added). Consequently, modem Inuit
and Yupik languages and dialects often hâve several postbases descended from a single
proto-form, with at least one of the modem postbases being fossilized or less
productive. For example, PE *nar 'one that is more or most' is the proto-form for two
WCI forms: (1) productive -nix%aq- 'the one that - most, more' and (2) unproductive,
non-truncating -niq- 'the one that - most, more' (Fortescue et al. 1994: 414).
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We do not yet hâve enough information to make claims about the productivity of
Utkuhiksalik postbases. Moreover, without this information, we cannot postulate any
intermediate stages in the development of PE *ô, *c, and *j in postbases. In the intérim,
however, we provide examples of how PE *ô, *c, and *j developed in Utkuhiksalik
postbases, making generalizations where possible.39
*d in postbases
The historical development of *S in postbases is exemplified in 40-44. PE *S
developed into Ixl and /s/ in postbases (Example 40).
40. PE *5 became Ixl and /s/ in postbases
a.

Utku

-raq-, -lif aq-, -hiraq-, -siraq- 'hold, carry, wear, be covered wilh, carry
with one, be supplied with, etc.'
Utku
Utku
Utku
PI
GRI

b.

Utku

apu?-f aq-tuq 'it's buried in deep snow'
pualu-lif aq-tuq 'he's wearing mittens'
pualu-raq-tuq 'he's wearing mittens'
*-li2a(a)q- 'hâve along with one (possibly from PE *-li- and *-ôar-)'
(F94: 407)40
-liSar- 'hâve with one; -liïaar- 'be wearing' (F94: 407)

-(k)saq- 'potential, material for'
Utku
Utku
Utku

ui-ksaq 'fiancé'
a?nuraaq-saq 'clothing material'
igalaaq-saq 'window material'

PE
WCI

*-kSar- '(something for the) future' (F94: 401)
(productive) -xxaq- 'future (verbal = 'get material for')' (F94: 401)

Postbase-initial *5 also became Ixl alternating with /t/ in some postbases and in
some inflectional affixes (Example 41).

:w

40

As mentioned in footnote 25, the information about the productivity and morphophonemic patterning of
postbases (e.g., the ability to truncate the preceding morphème) provided by Fortescue et al. (1994:
393) has been omitted from the citations, except in the case of WCI postbases, where it has been
included in order to compare the WCI and Utkuhiksalik morphophonemic patterning.
The Utkuhiksalik forms are consistent with the hypothesis presented by Fortescue et al. (1994: 407)
that PI *-liza(a)q- descended from two separate postbases, PE *-li- and *-ôar-.
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41. PE postbases and inflectional affixes in which initial *3 became Utkuhiksalik H, t/
a.

b.

Utku

-f aq (after vowels), -taq (after consonants) 'transitive (passive)
participial (in noun forms)'

Utku

-f au- (after vowels), -tau- (after consonants) 'transitive (passive)
participial (in verb forms)'

Utku

Utku
Utku
Utku
Utku

hana-raq 'something that has been made'
qimak-taq 'something that was left behind'
hana-rau-ruq 'it was made'
qimak-tau-ruq 'it was left behind'

PE

*-8ar- 'passive participial' (probably alternating with *-tar- after a
consonant in PE...) (F94: 395)

WCI

(productive, non-truncating) -jaq (after vowels), -taq (after
consonants) 'passive participial' ; (also the productive, nontruncating, transitive indicative passive' -jau-) (F94: 396)

-ruq (after vowels), -tuq (after consonants) 'intransitive (active) participial'
Utku
Utku

ani-ruq 'he went out, the one who went ouf
ihiq-tuq 'he came in, the one who came in'

PE
WCI

*-5ur, -tur 'intransitive participial' (F94: 397)
(productive) -juq (after vowels); (productive, non- truncating) -tuq
(after consonants),'intransitive participial or indicative marker'
(F94: 397)

However, as noted in the Fortescue et al. (1994) glosses in example 4 1 , the
allomorphs beginning with /t/ likely arose from PE *t, rather than *8. The examples in
41 thus only provide instances of PE *ô becoming /f/ in Utkuhiksalik.
Metathesis sometimes affected postbases beginning with PE *ô as demonstrated in
example 42.

42. Metathesis of PE *ôv, Utku /rv/ clusters
Utku

-vf ik, -rvik, -vik 'place or time of
Utku
Utku
PE
WCI
WCI—Net

aqpavrik; aqpafvik 'a place to which people race, a base
(in baseball)'
tii-liuq-vik 'tea kettle' (literally: 'place for making tea')
*-3vig or *-vig 'place or time of (F94: 398)
-vik 'place or time' of (F94: 398)
(productive, non-truncating, geminates after vowels,
and causes preceding /t/ to become /z/ in Natsilik)
-vik 'place, time of
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As shown in example 42, PE *ôvig 'place or time of has three réflexes in
Utkuhiksalik: unmetathesized [rvik], metathesized [vrik], and the form [vik], in which
fil has been deleted. The developments shown in examples 40-42 are consistent with
the historical development of *ô in bases (which was summarized in example 4). As in
bases, *Ô became /s/ after originally voiceless dorsal consonants (Example 40.b), but
became Ixl elsewhere (Examples 40.a, 41,42).
In contrast, examples 43-44 illustrate other developments of PE *S in postbases.
As shown in example 43, some postbases originally beginning with PE *ô now hâve
two allomorphs beginning with either /h/ or /s/.
43. PE postbases in which initial *5 became Utkuhiksalik /h/, /s/
Utku

-hi- (after k, q, vowels), -si- (after p, t) 'half transitive'
Utku
nuhuk-hi-ïuq 'ne is pulling something'
Utku
iriq-hi-ruq 'ne is hiding something'
Utku
haap-si-ruq 'ne puts something out in a visible place'
PE
WCI

*-Si- 'half-transitivize (detransitivizer)' (F94: 396)
(semi-productive) -ji-; (semi-productive) -i- (after consonants);
(non-productive, non-truncating) -hi-'half-transitivizer' (F94: 396)

Moreover, as shown in example 44, postbase-initial *S became /g/ [y] alternating
with Ixl [K] and /t/ in some cases.
44. PE postbases in which initial *5 became Utkuhiksalik /g, r, Xl
Utku

-gaq- (after vowels and deleting k), -raq- (after deleting q), -taq- (after nondeleting k, q) 'repeatedly'
Utku
Utku
Utku
PE
WCI

qima-ga-i-runga 'I hâve left several (objects) behind';
(from qimak 'leave behind')
qîrgiq-taq-tuq 'he jumps repeatedly'
titi-raq-tuq 'he writes' (literally: 'he makes repeated
marks'; from titiq- 'mark')
*-8ar-, *-5aqa- 'habitually or repeatedly' (This postbase probably
had the alternants /-tar-, -taqa-/ after consonants in PE.) (F94: 396)
(productive, non-truncating) -taq- 'repeatedly' (F94: 396)

In postbases, then, PE *5 sometimes developed in a manner consistent with the
historical development of *ô in bases: *5 became Ixl or /s/. However, additional
réflexes such as /h/, /g/, and Ixl are also attested. Thèse réflexes could be due to
morphological restructuring on analogy with other postbases (e.g., Example 46), an
idea which we leave for future research.
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*c in postbases
The historical development of *c in postbases is exemplified in example 45.

45. Proto-postbases in which initial *c became Utkuhiksalik /h/ or /s/
a.

b.

Utku

Utku

-haq-, -haari-, -saq- 'try to cause to'
Utku
Utku
Utku

ili-haq-tuq 'he is studying, trying to learn'
kappia-haari-ïuq 'he is trying to frighten someone'
uffiq-haari-ruq 'he is trying to cause someone to worry'

Utku
Utku
Utku

anniq-saq-tuq 'he tries to keep safe, keep something'
huruhiq-saq-tuq 'he causes suffering, torment'
uïfiq-tuq-saq-tuq 'he tries to make supplies last a
long time (because he's worried about having none)'

PE
WCI
WCI—Sig
WCI—Sig
WCI—Sig

*-car- 'try to cause to' (F94: 394)
(productive, non-truncating) -ha(a)q- 'try to get to' (F94: 394)
(productive, non-truncating) -saq- 'I hope that' (F94: 394)
(productive, non-truncating) -saari- 'on purpose' (F94: 394)
(productive, non-truncating) -saruma- 'intend' (F94: 394)

-haq- 'fetch, go to get'
Utku

c.

Utku

Utku

qimatu-ha-ruma-nnaq 'I want to fetch the backfat or
hide that has been cached' (with qimatut 'backfat' or
'hide that has been cached')
piruïaq-haq-tunga T m fetching the cached méat'

PE
WCI—Sig

*-car- 'go to get' (F94: 394)
(productive, non-truncating) -saq- 'fetch' (F94: 394)

-hiq- 'be on the verge of
Utku

d.

Utku

Utku

aittaq-hiq-tuq 'if s on the verge of opening (because it's cracked,
etc.)'
ani-hiq-tuq 'he's on the point of leaving'

PE
WCI

*-ciqtuq- 'prétend to' (F94: 394)
(productive) -hiq-tuq- 'prétend to' (F94: 394)

-hiriaq-, -siriaq- 'be easy to'
Utku
Utku

ahivaq-hiriaq-tuq 'it is easy to remove'
kaat-siriaq-tuq 'it can be detached easily'

PE
WCI

*-c(c)irjar- 'be easy to' (F94: 395)
(productive) -ttiriaq-; (productive, non-truncating)
-hiriaq- (after consonants) 'be easy to' (F94: 395)
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e.

Utku
Utku

-tsiaq- 'fine, well' (postbase for verbs)
-tsiavak 'fine, good' (postbase for nouns)
PI
WCI—Net

f.

Utku

-psaaq- 'more'
Utku

g.

Utku

*-tciaq- 'fairly big or good?' (F94: 426)
(productive) -tsiaq- 'small, nice' (F94: 426)
tii-tu-psaa-rit 'hâve some more tea'

PE
*-mcag- 'finally?' (F94: 411)
CSY—Chap -msag- 'finally' (F94: 411)
NAI
-fsaaq- 'again, more' (F94: 411)
NAI—Nu
-psaaq- 'again' (F94: 411)
WCI—Cop (productive) -ffaaq- 'again, more' (F94: 411)
WCI—Net
-phaaq- 'again, more' (Janet McGrath, pers. comm.)41
42
-psu- 'a little'
Utku

a?lau-psu-laa-nnuaq-tuq 'it's a little bit différent'

PY
NAI

*-mcug- 'a little' (F94: 411)
-pifsukaq- 'barely escape danger, barely miss a hitting' (F94: 411)43

As shown in example 45, PE *c became either /h/ or /s/ in postbases. Thèse
historical developments are consistent with the development of *c in bases (which was
summarized in example 5). As in bases, *c became /h/ between vowels (Examples 45.a,
c); *c became /h/ (Examples 45.a-c) or /s/ (Example 45.a) after /q/; and *c became /s/
after /t/ (Examples 45.d, e) or *m (Example 45.f). The réflexes of PE *c in postbases
thus resuit from regular historical sound changes.

4 1

42
43

A Natsilik speaker, Janet McGrath, reports that the < h > in this Natsilik postbase is a sound
intermediate between [h] and [s], i.e. a palatal-like sound.
This postbase is usually combined with other diminutive postbases such as /psu-nnua-iuk/ or /psu-laannuaq-tuq/; the combined postbases hâve the meaning of 'a very little.'
The NAI form is listed under the Tnu' réflexes of *-mcug- in Fortescue et al. (1994: 411). The
introduction in Fortescue et al. (1994), particularly the key to abbreviations {ibid.: xii-xiii) does not list
'Inu,' but we speculate that it refers to the Inuit branch (as opposcd to the Yupik branch) of EskirnoAleut.
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*j in postbases
The historical development of *j in postbases is demonstrated in examples 46-48.
Example 46 illustrâtes that in some postbases, initial PE *j developed into morphèmes
with allomorphs beginning with / j , s, g, r / [j, s, y, B].

46. PE postbases in which initial *j became Utkuhiksalik / j , s, g, r / [j, s, y, K]
a.

b.

Utku

Utku

-junnaq-, -gunnaq- (after k), -rurjnaq- (after q), -suijnaq- (after t) 'be able to,
might'
Utku
Utku

niri-jurjnaq-tuq 'he can eat'
tikit-sun.naq-tuq 'he might arrive'

PE
SPI

*-juknar- 'probably' (F94: 437)
-jurjnaq-, -gunnaq- (after k, q), -sunnaq- (after t) may,
must hâve -ed' (F94: 437)

WCI

(productive, non-truncating) -jurjnaq-; (productive, truncating)
-gunnaq- (after k, q); (productive, non-truncating) -tuqnaq- (after t)
'no doubt, probably, can' (F94: 437)

-juma-, -guma- (after k), -ruma- (after q), -suma- (after t) 'want to'
Utku
Utku

niri-juma-fuq 'he wants to eat'
tikit-suma-ruq 'he wants to arrive'

PE
WCI

*-juguma- 'want to' (F94: 436)
(productive, non-truncating) -juma-; (productive, truncating) -guma(after k/q); (productive, non-truncating) -tuma- (after t) 'want to'
(F94: 436)

Example 47 illustrâtes that in some postbases, PE *j became /h/ or /s/.

47. PE postbase in which initial *j became Utkuhiksalik /h/, /s/
Utku

-huq-, -suq-

'be skillful, do well, tend to do'

Utku
Utku

pi-tsiaq-huq-tutit 'you are skillful' (literally: 'you tend to do it well')
niri-huq-tuq 'he eats ail the time' (literally: he has a tendency to
eat')
qaaq-suq-tuq 'it's blistered' (Le. 'it's trying to burst')
qalat-suq-tuq 'it's (only) eaten cooked (not raw)' (Le. 'it tends to be
eaten cooked, not raw')

Utku
Utku
PE
WCI—Sig
WCI—Net

*-jug- 'want or tend to' (F94: 436)
(productive, non-truncating) -suq- 'want to' (F94: 436)
(productive, non-truncating) -huq-; (productive, truncating) -guq(after k, q) 'want to' (F94: 436)
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Since both /-huq-/ and /-suq-/ can occur after bases ending with /q/, it is possible
that one of the postbases is a more archaic or less productive form.
Finally, example 48 illustrâtes a postbase in which PE *j became [j] or [i]44.
48. PE postbase in which medial *j became [j] or [i]
Utku

-vjak-, -viak- 'a little'
PE
WCI

*-mjag- 'somewhat?' (F94: 413)
(productive, non-truncating) -vjak- 'rather, more or less' (F94: 413)

Example 48 differs from the earlier examples in that PE *j occurred after a
consonant within the same morphème in example 48, whereas *j was postbase-initial in
examples 46 and 47.
In summary, as in bases (see example 17) ail of the changes affecting *j-initial
postbases resulted in the élimination of proto-sequences of a true consonant followed
by /j/. (We assume that NI is a sonorant glide comparable to /w/; see example 2.)
Example 49 summarizes the historical development of PE *ô, *c, and *j in
postbases.
49. PE *8, *c, and *j in postbases

*a
*c
*i

m, /h/, /s/, i%~i~\i,it~\i
/h/, /s/
l\ ~ s ~ g ~ r/, /h/, /s/, l\l

Example 49 illustrâtes that the main différence between the historical development
of PE *ô, *c, and *j in bases versus postbases is that the number of historical réflexes
tended to multiply when PE *ô, *c, and *j occurred postbase-initially. An interesting
matter for future research, partly addressed by Fortescue (1992), is why the boundary
between the base and the postbase is historically différent from other boundaries within
the Inuit word. Following Fortescue (1992), we hâve speculated that both archaisms
and more modem forms coexist, and that the modem forms hâve arisen both by regular
sound changes and through morphological restructuring or analogy.

Briggs suspects that [vj] could be in free variation with [vi] in this postbase—a possibility which
remains to be confirmed or refuted. If [vj] and [vi] are in free variation, then example 48 would be
similar to example 1 Le, where [hj] varies with [ni].
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Conclusion
So far, we hâve described how PE *ô, *c, and *j developed in Utkuhiksalik bases
and postbases. In this final section, we outline the characteristics that Utkuhiksalik
currently displays as a resuit of thèse historical developments. The present-day
Utkuhiksalik System of contrasts resulting from the developments of PE *ô, *c, and *j
is summarized in example 50.
50. Réflexes of PE *S, *c, and *j
Proto-environment
/*V *V

*0

*c

/f/

/h/, [bJ], /ts/, /tj/

/_*c

Irl

/ *labial

/ps/ (rhoticized),
/vj/, /pt/

/ps/

/îj/, 46 /mi/, Nil

/ *coronal

m, mi

/ts/

/ts/, /tj/, /h/, l\l, l)]l

/ * dorsal

ks [xs], kh [xx]
originally
qs [xs], qh [xx]
voiceless
*kS, *q3 — > /ks/, (and intermediate
sounds)
/qs/

*j
1)1, /tS/

45

/ks/ [xs]; /qs/ [xs]; As/

/qh/ tal
/gg/ [YY]
/ki/, /ri/
0 (delction)
/g/ (after
postbases)
Irl (after
postbases)

/k/,

in

/q/,

in

originally voiced
*gô, *rô — >/kï/,
Iqtl

Example 50 illustrâtes several striking characteristics of the Utkuhiksalik sound
System: first, Irl (from PE *ô), /h/ (from PE *c), and 1)1 (from PE *j) ail occur between
vowels in Utkuhiksalik; Utkuhiksalik is like Natsilik (Dorais 1990: 39) and
Uummarmiut (Lowe 1985: 276) in maintaining a contrast between Irl and 1)1. Second,
the phonèmes Irl (from PE *S), and /s/ (from PE *ô, *c, and *j) both occur after the
plosives /p, t, k, q/ in Utkuhiksalik, while /h/ (from PE *c) also occurs after /k, q/.
Natsilik might share with Utkuhiksalik the rétention of /s/ after some consonants;
however, Dorais (1990: 41) reports that Natsilik tends to hâve /h/ in positions where
most ECI words hâve /s/. Finally, Utkuhiksalik does not hâve 1)1 after true consonants;
1)1 occurs after vowels, and after the non-consonantal sounds /?/ and NI. It is not clear
how Utkuhiksalik compares with other WCI dialects in this respect. In conclusion, a
matter for future research is the extent to which Utkuhiksalik differs from, or is similar
to, other dialects in the Natsilik grouping in terms of the characteristics described in
this paper.
45

*c and *j did not occur as the first consonant in a séquence.
The proto-sound corresponding to /?/ in this instance was a labial (see example 26).
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